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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to conduct analysis on the present and future global operating environment, and how
that pertains to the future of the CH-47 Cargo Helicopter. Assumption Based Planning is a method of future planning for
generating robust alternatives and is being used to inform the technological development of the CH-47 in order to meet the
requirements of cargo aviation in the future operating environment. Nine dimensions have been recognized as vital
considerations in defining the operating environment and determining what kind of role the CH-47 will play for the next fifty
years or more. This analysis will provide PM Cargo with key insights on where to focus their engineering efforts for the future
models of the CH-47.
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1. Introduction
In the classic song “Bad Moon Rising” by Credence Clearwater Revival, the lyrics predict bad things to come. Some
say that the lyrics talk of the end of the world.
I see the bad moon rising.
I see trouble on the way.
I see earthquakes and lightning.
I see bad times today. (CCR, 1969)
The United States Army of today faces significant challenges as it addresses a myriad of complex problems around
the world such as the growing threat of ISIS, North Korean aggression, and Russian aggression in the Ukraine, while facing
significant manning and budget cuts. In the midst of these challenges, the Army must continuously plan and prepare for the
future. Like the lyrics above, the Army must consider the potential “trouble on the way.” In its publication “U.S. Army
Operating Concept: Win in a Complex World,” the Army defines complex as “an environment that is not only unknown, but
unknowable, and constantly changing” (Perkins, 2014). As the Army considers its future operating environment (OE) and the
demands that will be placed upon it, it must determine what gaps currently exist across its doctrine, organization, training,
materiel, leadership, personnel, and facilities (DOTMLPF). Perhaps more importantly, it must identify what gaps might exist
in the future as its operating environment evolves. Based on these gaps, the Army must determine where it will prioritize its
efforts, and money, in closing these gaps across the DOTMLPF solution space. In trying to predict and plan for the future, the
Army must see “the bad moon rising” with enough lead time to be proactive in finding solutions to the complex problems it
will inevitably face.
In the materiel domain, the Cargo Helicopter Project Office (PM Cargo) is responsible for ensuring that the Army
meets its cargo aviation mission requirements through the development of technological solutions for its airframe, currently
the CH-47F helicopter – commonly known as the Chinook. The Army has recently announced that the CH-47 airframe, which
has been in operation since 1962, will remain in use for approximately the next 50 years. Our research, in support of PM Cargo,
tries to define the future operating environment for the Army, identify assumptions that have been made about that environment
and the role of Cargo Aviation within it, and how those assumptions translate into requirements for the Chinook now and into
the future.
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